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The method of analyzing certain types of indeterininate
structures by traversinf^ the elastic curves was first set
forth in the Proceedings of the American Society of Civil
fine^ineers of October 1934 by Mr. halph W. Stewart, Engineer
of Structural Design for the City of Los Angeles, California.
The original paper and the discussions which relate to it
may be found in the Transactions of the A.S.C.E., Volume
lol, 193b, pages 105 ff.
The application of the Elastic-Curve Traverse method to
various types of structures was presented in n graduate
thesis by Mr. Hjalraar Sundin at Kensselfer Polytechnic
Institute in June of 1947. The authors are much endebted to
Mr. Sundin for his work because of the clarification of the
Traverse method it offered.
The guidance and suggestions of Dr. Joseph S^ Kinney of
the Civil Engineering Department, Rensselaer Polytechnic





The /general method of Elastic -Curve Traverses has been
applied to co ntinuous beams, rigid frames, gabled frames,
and ether types of indeterminate structures composed of
prismatic and non-prismetic members by Stewart, Drummond,
Tsai, Floris, and others. Ho wever, the practical appli-
cation of the method has been limited by the fact that no
quick and accurate means of finding the areas of the M
over EI diagrams and the location of the centers of frravity
of the areas for non-prismatic member has been presented.
This deficiency necessitated the finding of the areas and
the centers of gravity by laborious integration. Stewart
has stated that tables giyinc' the M over EI areas for
simple mom.ents are unknown to him.
Mr. Walter Kupple has tables which have been used in
applying the Elastic-Curve Taverse method, but it was felt
that they could not be used in this paper for the following
reasons:
1. The load coefficients are applicable to "fixed end
moments," and the autho rs desired the M over EI area and
the centers o f gravity of the areas for simply supported
members.
2. The beam coefficients did not have the desired
accuracy, nor were they set up in such a manner as to make
their use quick or simple.
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3. The method of computing- the tables could not be
determined, and it was assumed that approximate integration
was used. The use of approximations deprives the method of
the advpnta^es of beinp^ a "classical" method.
The authors therefore felt that it would be valuable to
devise a system by which the e;eneral Elastic-Curve Traverse
method could be readily applied to the analysis of indeter-
minate structures made up of straight-haunched members
subjected to concentrated loading and to end moment load-
ing. The scope was limited to straight -haunched members
because o f the lack of available time.
The authors agree that the general i:!^lastic -Curve method
has the following advantages:
1
.
It gives a rough picture of what the deflected
structure looks like(Austin H. Keeves, p. llo Vol. 101,
ASCE Trans.)
2. Does not require that formulas be memorized or copied,
or compile ated sign conventions usedlE.G, Paulet p. lib,
Vol.101, ASCE Trans. ).
3. Saves time in the construction of influence lines
(Hjalmar Sundin, Master's Thesis, it.i^.I., June 1947).
4. Simplifies and clarifies the distribution of sidesway
moment s( same as in 3.)
•
5. It is of great value in the analysis of multi- story
and complex frames, because the method permits the writing of
matrix equations in which the inverse, or reciprocal, of thie
a-matrix can be written.
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The disadvantr,?e of the method is thet in problems
involving non-prismetic members more time is consumed than
when other methods are utilized. It is hoped that the system
to be set forth by the authors in this paper will minimize
if not eliminate this disadvantage.
The authors have derived formulas, calculated and arranged
tables of values from the formulas for the area of the M over
EI diagram and the location of the center of gravity of the
area for straight-haunched members when subjected to con-
centrated loading and end-moment loading. The beam coeffi-
cient tables by Rupple were rearranged and recomputed using
exact integrf:tio n and four-place accuracy. These tables
were coordinated into a simplified system which is illus-
trated in the example problems.
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EXPLANATION OP THj. ELASTIC-CURVE ThAVBKSE METHOD
The Elastic-Curve Traverse method is based on the same
assumptions ss the other so-called classical methods:
1. The an^ul?^r deflections are so small that the
anerles in radians, their sines, and- their tangents may be
considered equal without appreciable error.
2. The assumptions for the Theory of Continuity:
a. The neutral axes of all members at a joint meet
in a point.
b. Distortions due to shear and direct stress arc
nefi;lifl:ible.
c. The relative rotation of the two ends of a
member, for short lengths of the axis, is proportional to
the len;?th over the moment of inertia.
d. Intensity and duration of loadings do not effect
the elasticity of the members. Therefore, for short lengths
of beam, the differential rotation of the two ends of the
portion considered is directly proportionsl to the bending
moment in the length considered.
3. Joints rotate, but do not have horizontal or vertical
mo vement when sidesway is not considered.
The principles involved in the Elastic-Curve Traverse
are:
1. The angles between the tangents at any two points on

.^.
the elastic curve of the flexed beam is equal to the area
of the M over EI diagram between the two points considered.
2. The curvature mentioned in 1. may be represented as
an anerle which in radians is numerically equal to the corres-
pondinir M over EI area. The angle is plotted opposite the
center of gravity of the M over EI area,
3. For any unit of the M over BI diagram, a triangular
traverse of the corresponding unit of the elastic curve can
be constructed. This triangle is composed of the tangents
and the chord o f the elastic curve. The angle between the
tangents is defined in 2. Each angle between a tangent and
the chord is directly proportional to the side opposite.
This is because in beam flexure the angles are so small that
they m?y be considered to be equal to their sines.
The first step in the application of the method is to
determine the M over EI diagrams for the various loads. These
diagrams are plotted on the tension side of the members. The
angles which are numerically equal to the M over EI areas
are placed at the center of gravity of the areas. When all
of the anecles hpve been placed, equations of continuity are
used to obtain eqations which will relate the unknown quan-
tities. The explanation of the method has purposely been kept to
a bare minimum, because examples illustrate the method
without the confusion of a wordy description. The following is a
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simple illustration, kore involved examples are included in the
celculptions. These samples also demonstrate the system
the authors have devised to aid in analysing straight-
haunched members.
The example to be used will be a propped cantilever, as
shown in the sketch. A Prismatic beam is used.
'
' A 5^' '
"• O ~^^
This problem has been chosen, it gives a simple check on
the method. It is known th£.t the carryover factor for a
prismatic beam is one-half. In other words the moment at the
fixed end o f a propped cantilever will be one-half of the
moment applied at the propped end. Thus, if the moment at the
fixed end in the example turns out to be one-half of the
applied moment, we will have a check on the method.
The solution is as follows:
1. The beam is prismatic, so the moment diagrams will be
triangular with their centers of gravity at the third points.
2. Stprt the traverse at the fixed end, B. There is no
slope or deflection at B, so the traverse follows the chord
of the elastic cui've to the center of gravity of the M over
EI dia^am due to the moment at B. At this point, D, put




If this ane^le were applied alone it would cause a deflection
equal to 2/3Ld at A.
3. Continue the traverse along the line DE to the center
o f fi^ravity of the are due to the moment at A. At this point,
C, plot an ansrle eoual to M L over 2EI. Because point A can
A
not move, the traverse must p:o through A. The an^le at C must
therefore cause a deflection of the traverse equal to AE. But
the deflec tion due to d*, the angle at C, must also be
equal to l/31d'
•
4. There is one unknown, M , and this may be found
B
because by the conditions of the problem there is no deflection
or movement of the points A and B, This is the same as saying
that the traverse offsets due to d and d' must be equal,
2/3Ld - l/3Ld' There fore 2d-d»
and 2M = M
B A
5. The results check with the predictions. This gives
a check on the method.
This brief explanation and example of the Elastic-Curve
Traverse meth od can be supplemented by refering to Sundin
or Stewart{see Bibliography), who hpve investigated the
method's application to various types of structures.
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METHOJj OF CALCULATING AREA AND CfiNTEK OF GHAVITY TABLRS
It was necessary to have tables which gave the M ov^r EI
area and the location of the center of prravity of the area
for simply euppo rtcd strais'ht-haunched non-prisraatic members
in o rder that the system devised by the authors could be used
This type of beam is used frequently in concrete end steel
work.
The modulus of elasticity has been omitted from the
calculations, because the material from which the member is
made is assumed to be homosreneous and would thus have a
constant E throughout.
A.nown simple moments and moment diapprams were placed on
the members. The ordinates of these diagrams were divided by
the moment of inertia,!, at particular sections, and then
the M ver EI were summed up over the entire length of the
member by intee;ration. Hereafter, the area will be called the
M over I area, because the E has been left out of the calcu-
lations. Exact inteitration was used to keep the method free
from approximations and to ffive the desired dei^ree of
accuracy. The summation of the M over I values is the area
desired.
Next, the M over I values at particular sections were
multiplied by their distances from one end, and the products
were integrated to ffive the total moment of the M over I
diasnr-am about the end. This summation was divided by the
previously calculated area to Kive the distance of the
center of gravity of the area from the end of the member.
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The calculations were mPde for a unit len/B;th of member.
This wes possible because the lene:th appears in all of the
terms of the area and the center of gravity expressions- to
the sec ond power in the area and to the third power in the
center of larravity.
The maximum ordinate of moment dia^iam also appears in
all of the terms, so it was factored out. This is the same
as sayine^ that the tables were made up for a unit maximum
mo ment.
It was found to be more convenient to make up the tables
usin^r the ratio of the maximum to the minimum depth of
member, rather than the ratio of the moments of inertia
as Rupple do es.
It was felt thpt the most important variables were the
lenerth o f haunch, the load point, and the ratio of the
maximum to minimum depth, so these were made the values
with which the tables are entered,
A more complete ran^e o f values, possibly enousrh to
make up a set of curves, would be very valuable, but the
authors were limited as to the time available and could
no t carry out such an extensive proeram.
METHOD OF USING AhEA AND CENTKK OF GRAVITY TABLES
For Concentrated loadin/a^.
To find the er^B of the M over I diagram, the proper
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table is entered with the ratio of the maximum to minimum depth,
the ratio of the d istance to the load to the length of the
member, and the ratio of the length of haunch to the length
o f the member. Using these tbree values, a coefficient is
picked from the table. This is called the load coefficient,
k. The area of the M over I diaffTP-m is equal to kLM over
the minimum depth cubed where M is the maximum simple moment
caused by the concentrated loading, L is the actual length
of the member, and k is the load coefficient.
To find the center of sravity of the M over I diagram,
enter the table with the same values as for the area. A
factor k' is pick ed from the table and multiplied by the
actual length of the member. This gives the distance of
the center of gravity from the left end of the member.
For fj M oment Applied at the End of the Member.
To find the area, enter the table with the ratio of
the maximum to minimum depth and the ratio of the length
of haunch to the to tal length of member and pick out a
coefficient k''. The area of the M over I diagram will then
be k''LM ov er the minimum depth cubed. The symbols have
the same meaniner f s in the Goncentrf^ted Load tables.
To find the center of gravity, the coefficient is picked
u.sing the same values as for the aref. This coefficient,k* ' *
,
is multiplied by the actual length of the member to <?ive the




Esch table is accompanied by a sketch, it is important
that the user examine the tables and the sketches thorough-
ly to make certain that he has taken the entering values
correctly, i'articular care must be taken to make sure that
the distance to the center of f?ravity is from the proper end.
Interpolation may be used with the authors' tables, but
to be accurate, values should be substituted into the
orierinal equations which are included in this paper. Inter-
polation is straight line, whereas the values in the table
follow a curve. The variation is particularly larire at the
extremities o f the tables, makiner interpolation in these
portions inadvisable.
SUMMARY AND hECOMMENDATIONS CONCfihNIKG J'UTUhE WOhA
It is desired to present here a summery of the work
d one by the authors and to state the possible extension
of the application of the Traverse method and to restate
the advanta<?:es of the method.
The authors have filled the gap which existed between
the theoretical and the practical consideration of straight-
haunched members. This was done by devising a system by
which the Traverse method could be easily applied to non-
prisraetic members with accuracy and by calculating tables
which were necessary to make the system work. These tables
include: load coefficients for finding the M over I areas
for concentrated loads and for end moments for members with
haunches at one or both ends; and distance factors for
finding the distance from one end to the center of gi-avity
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for th5 same loadings and types of members as for the area.
The advantn^es of the Elastic-Curve Traverse method
can be summarized as follows:
1. An exact solution is obtained, the accuracy of which
is dependent only upon the accuracy of the mathmatical sub-
stitutions in the formulas presented by the authors. This
statement applies only to the types of members considered
in this paper, but when en extension of the work is done,
it will be true of all types o f members.
2. A rou^h picture of the deflected structure results
when the traverse is completed.
3. Successful utilization of the method does not depend
on the memorization of formulas or complicated sign conven-
tions.
4. Simplification and clarification of sidesway,
influence lines, and end fixity are outstanding advantages
of the Traverse method. Sundin has considered these matters
in detail, so they were not reconsidered in this paper. It
is mentioned hei^e to show that the method has advantages
other th?n those which are apparent in this thesis.
5. The ease o f solution of complicated structures
when using the tables, particularly with symetrical loading
and synietrical members, is advantageous. It is thought that
the Traverse method is better than Moment-Distribution for
ordinary structui'es with symetrical loading. This is the
authors' opinio n formulated while working sample problems
and checkinsT tnem by the Moment-Distribution method.
Investigation into the applicability of the Traverse
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method to the analysis of arches miflrht prove velusble.
It is thou.fljht thpt future work on the Elestic-Gurve
traverse method should include the calculation of tables
g,iv±np: the areas of the M over EI diai^rams for straight
and parabolic haunched members subjected to uniform loads
when simply supported and for parabolic haunched members
with concentrated loads and for the distances to the
centers of gravity of the above areas. It is felt that
particular emphasis should be placed on the calculation
of the ^bove mentioned tables, because therein lies the
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